hang out, sleep in | a new kind of sleeper sofa
features & benefits

- No Uncomfortable Bars
- No Mattress Sagging
- Fully Finished Sofa Back
- Mechanism Warranty: Residential, 3 Years | Contract, 1 Year
- Made in the USA
- Engineered for Effortless Functionality
- Quick Sofa to Sleeper Conversion

- Happy Guests
- Mother-in-Law Approved
- The Freedom to Float
- Confidence in Your Purchase
- Tariff Proof
- So Easy, Even a Caveman Could Do It
- Ready at a Moments Notice

Innerspring Coil unit encapsulated in Premium Polyurethane foam with a one ounce layer of soft polyester wrap surrounding the mattress.

Border Track (8” wide)
Clipped (top: 4”, bottom: 8”)
Chamfered (top: 3.5”, bottom: 8”)
Small Track (2.75” wide)